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SGA gears up to rally for voice & vote
Brian Case
Business Manager

The Student Government Association is
on the offensive this week, an effort that will
culminate in a student rally Friday. At issue is
the studentʼs representation on the Board of
Trustees, the fate of which will be decided at
this weekendʼs spring board meeting.
If all this sounds familiar, itʼs because the
issue has been making news since August,
when The Avion first reported the two student
and three faculty members were in jeopardy of being removed from the Board of
Trustees. Currently the Board is made up of
21 external members, three faculty representatives, and the SGA Presidents of Prescott
and Daytona Beach.
At the recommendation of a consultant, an
ad hoc committee proposed several changes
be made to the structure of the Board, including removing the voting rights of the five
internal members. In addition, the student
representatives would no longer be a part of
the finance committee, which decides tuition.
The changes were proposed at the fall meeting of the Board in Prescott, prompting the
SGA to hold a “Voice a Vote” student rally in
defense of the students voting privilege.
“Itʼs not just my vote thatʼs getting
eliminated: itʼs our vote,” SGA President
Sara McCook said during a speech at last
yearʼs rally. The SGA collected over 1,600
signatures of students in the fall that supported keeping the current organization of
the Board of Trustees.
One of the chief arguments for removing
the students and faculty as voting members
is that internal trustees represent a conflict
of interest on the Board. When asked why
keeping the vote was so important, McCook
argued that the students have too much at
stake to loose privileges on the Board. “Itʼs
our diploma on the wall. Our futures are
dependent on the level of this University.
Our ability to vote on decisions … is very
important,” she said. When asked weather
the Prescott SGA was taking up the issue
of representation, McCook said they are
doing nothing. According to McCook, SGA
President Nikki Turner “didnʼt feel this was
that important of an issue.”
Fridayʼs rally wonʼt feature petitions or be
on the scale of last yearʼs effort. According to
SGA Vice-President Brian Gambino, Fridayʼs
rally will be held to inform the students and
to be a visible sign to the Board members that
this issue is important to the students.

“All we want is to be heard,”
Gambino said.
Gambino accompanied McCook to the
fall Board meeting, when the issue was first
brought to the full Board of Trustees. In
the fall, Gambino said many Board members were surprised to learn the issue was
so important to the students. To keep the
issue alive, SGA mailed postcards last week
with Embry-Riddleʼs first president Jack R.
Hunt. The reverse features an excerpt from
the ERAU employee creed that reads “A
STUDENT… Is the lifeblood of this and
every university.”
Noticeably absent from last yearʼs rally
were faculty members. The SGA invited
several faculty to speek, but all declined,
leading Gambino to speculate that they
feared a response from former University
President George Ebbs. “Ebbs and the
faculty did not have a good relationship,”
Gambino said. “A lot of faculty members are
happy to see him gone.”
To faculty were invited to this weeks rally.
The Daytona Beach faculty Senate decided
not pursue keeping their vote on the board,
instead focusing on retaining membership.
The Board members will arrive on campus
Thursday, and will meet in a general session
Friday in Spruance Hall, within earshot of the
rally planned at the Wright Flyer. The rally
will be heald from 10 a.m. until 2 p.m.
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LAST SEMESTERʼS RALLY HOSTED by SGA claimed that students want to have a voice on the Board of Trustees. They
displayed signs, played music and gave free food while informing other students what is happening. For more, see page B4.

Prescott paper pursues legal action
Jonathan Mettin
Managing Editor
Horizons, the student newspaper at EmbryRiddleʼs Prescott campus, is pursuing legal
action against a student who stole over 800
newspapers off the stands, according to the
Horizons editor-in-chief.
Brianna Hill, a junior studying Global
Security and Intelligence Studies and a forward on the womenʼs soccer team, took the
papers from their stands after Horizons printed an article detailing how she was arrested
and charged with possession of marijuana
and driving under the influence of drugs.
Hill, who had a court appearance on March
22 concerning the drug charges, was also
involved in an investigation that involved

a speeding vehicle that almost collided
with two Campus Safety vehicles during
an 80 mph pursuit. After initially denying
her involvement in the Feb. 3 incident, she
provided officials with a statement confessing her involvement on Feb. 23 – two days
before being arrested on the drug charges.
The article detailing her arrest was
published in the Friday, March 10 edition of Horizons. Sometime that weekend, the papers were removed from the
stands, discovered missing by Horizons
Managing Editor Marissa Lentowski and
Campus Safety. Editor-in-Chief Michael
Hamann then calculated the value of
the missing papers ($930), asked the
Public Relations department to send out
a press release and reported the incident
to the Prescott Police Department.

ERAU tennis playing towards tournament

The police then contacted Hill, who admitted to stealing the papers but contended that
the Deanʼs Office had instructed her to do it.
“I called the Deanʼs Office and was told
the opposite,” Hamann told The Avion, “that
they told her not to do anything stupid, such
as taking the papers.
“Weʼre going to pursue it civilly through
assistance from the SPLC [Student Press
Law Center] and possibly even criminally
after I talk to the city prosecutor,” he continued. “Our resident attorney, Dr. Murray
Henner, believes the papers, while free, are
community property, and by stealing more

ERAU students save
lives in cruise fire
Nicole Titus
Staff Reporter
In a hallway billowing with smoke, an
elderly woman, gasping for air, struggled to
reach the doorway out of the twelfth-deck
corridor. Tossing the womanʼs walker
aside, a young man wrapped his arms
around her and pulled her to safety.
Embry-Riddle senior James Lambertsen
says that it was just instinct.
Lambertsen and 23 other EmbryRiddle students were spending their
spring break last week on a Star Princess
cruise ship headed for Jamaica when their
ship caught on fire.
Two of the Embry-Riddle students
were some of the first on the ship to spot
the blazing fire on Thursday night. After
a night of partying, Lambertsen and his
Sigma Chi fraternity brother, Jon St. Louis,
were heading to a buffet when a woman ran
to them screaming, “There is a fire.”
They then went up to the top deck of
the cruise ship and looked over the railing to see a wall of flames swelling out
of the cabins below.
Immediately, they ran down to the deck
below to warn everyone about the fire.
After Lambertsen and St. Louis
cleared the fourteenth deck, the fire
alarms started to blare and they quickly
headed to the twelfth floor where their
friends were staying.
When they reached the corridor, the fire
doors were closed and a crew member told
them the hallway was clear of people. But
despite the crew membersʼ warning, they
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pried open the door and a wall of smoke
billowed out. Instantly, people came running out of the blackened hallway.
St. Louis held the door open, while
Lambertsen darted into the cloud of smoke.
They continued to help people exit the hallway, getting everyone out quickly.
People were screaming at St. Louis to
close the door so the fire would not spread,
but he waited until everyone, including his
fraternity brother, were out of the corridor.
After Lambertsen had pounded on every
door, he crawled back down the hallway,
gasping for air. He recalled thinking, “I
have no idea where Iʼm going ... this is it.”
He continued down the hallway to
St. Louis, who was still waiting for him
despite having trouble breathing.
Meanwhile, three other Embry-Riddle
students, Chris Chapman, John Gagne and
Zach Taylor carried a woman in a wheelchair down three flights of stairs to where
passengers and crew were gathering.
The crew put out the fire and then
searched each cabin to check for victims. The fire melted steel columns and
torched entire rooms.
All in all, despite the enormity of the
damage, only one person died and 11
were injured. Over 100 cabins were
damaged and all 2,600 passengers were
given full refunds and flown home on
Friday and Saturday.
Lambertsen said that, surprisingly,
the fire did not ruin his trip. The next
night, the Star Princess cruise offered
an open bar for anyone who decided
to stay on the ship. He said the Star
Princess took great care of them.

Clarification

GREG FRECHETTE/AVION

ERAU TENNIS TEAM PLAYED home games over the Spring Break against Florida Sun Conference opponents. These
games work toward the Region XIV Tournament to take place late April at ERAU. The menʼs team had a winning match
of 8-1; the womenʼs team suffered their first loss in a FSC game with a score of 4-5.

than sheʼs entitled to, itʼs theft.”
Horizons used extra issues to fill the stands
again, but within two days the stands were
empty, which Hamann credits to the attention
drawn to the article by the theft.
“Theft of newspapers, free or not, is a
violation of the first amendment,” Hamann
said. “Itʼs censorship, and in this case
because someone didnʼt want their mistakes to get out. As a journalist, its my job
to report on the good and the bad. Because
she was receiving an athletic scholarship and representing Embry-Riddle, the
community deserves to know.”

In Issue 7, The Avion reported that a Sigma Chi member carried out a stabbing at the
2005 Sigma Chi Halloween party. The assailant was an alumnus of Embry-Riddle and
the Eta Iota chapter of Sigma Chi, not an undergraduate member. The Avion apologizes
for any confusion this may have caused.
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New Found Glory to play ICI
By students, for students.
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The boys that hail from Coral
Springs, Fla. will be returning home
this weekend, or as close to home as
rock stars get. New Found Glory will
hit the stage of the ICI Center April
1 as the headlining act for EmbryRiddleʼs annual spring show event.
Brought to students by Touch-N-Go
Productions, the boys will perform a
loaded set to Embry-Riddle students
and old-school fans alike.
Called their comeback show,
fans are traveling from as far away
as Maine to catch the band after a
touring hiatus beginning in May of
2005, 315 days after the last show.
New Found Glory formed in the
summer of 1997, released its first
major album, “Nothing Gold Can
Stay,” in 1999 and has since been
riding the wave of success. They
toured pretty much non-stop since
their formation and have enjoyed the
well-deserved break. They are firsttimers to ERAU, but frequent the
stages of the Vansʼ Warped Tour.
The band, an edgy emo/pop-punk
act with catchy lyrics, is likely
most known for its 2004 release,
“Catalyst,” and hits such as “All
Downhill From Here.” “My Friends
Over You” and “Head On Collision,”
all produced on Geffen Records.
Though New Found Glory has taken
a step back from the mainstream
scene, a new album is in the works.
Drummer Cyrus Bolooki said on the
bandʼs website, “Just to be safe, letʼs
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show begins at 8 p.m., while the
doors will open an hour earlier.
Students interested in helping
with the show should attend the
general security meeting Wednesday
evening at 6 p.m. in IC 104.
Speaking from experience, you
are all in for one kick ass show.

PHOTO COURTESY NEW FOUND GLORY

NEW FOUND GLORY WILL perform Saturday at 8 p.m., after an opening performance by Whole Wheat
Bread, sponsored by Touch-N-Go Productions. Admission for students is free with an Eagle Card, and
each student may bring two guests.

Melanie Pugh

With the successful completion
of the second annual Womenʼs
Expo, Womenʼs History Month
nears an end. A final event, Dr.
Lynnette Porterʼs dinner theatre lecture, “The Lost Women: Diversity
on Television,” will take place on

Wednesday evening at 7 p.m. in the
IC Auditorium.
Dr. Porter is the author of six books,
including the soon-to-be published,
Unlocking the Meaning of Lost: An
Unauthorized Guide and an Associate
Professor in the Communication and
Humanities Departments at EmbryRiddle. Emphasis will be placed
on the “Lost” television series and
its influence on the portrayal of

Animals in the UC
Spencer Conklin
Staff Reporter
During lunch on March 21, TouchN-Go hosted an animal display featuring a monkey, fox, Geoffrey cat,
chinchilla, bird, tarantula, hissing
cockroaches and a snake. The animals were all out in the open, free to
be held or pet by whoever wanted.
By far the most entertaining animal
was Mr. Adam Monk, a Brazilian
cinnamon monkey who hopped into
the arms of students to be held like
a small child. The cinnamon name
comes from a cinnamon looking tail
and a red upper thigh. The monkey
clutches fingers, only to see someone
else and run across the table to the
next person to grab their fingers. He
loved to get scratched right on the top
of his head and would cry if someone stopped before he was ready. If
he id scratched on his stomach or
under his arms, he jumps back, given
his ticklish nature. At thirty-four
years old, he is one of the oldest
monkeys around.
Cuddles the tarantula also caught
quite a bit of attention, with students
allowing him to crawl across their
hands and even up to their head, as
several students get their pictures
taken. One student reported that the
tarantula crawling across his hands,
seeming light as a feather, was “kind
of a turn on.”
Running around his container,

Horace the hedgehog would flip over
his food container to hide from all
the people underneath it. The spikes
on his back when he rolled up were
not as painful as one might assume;
he jabbed with them by pushing back
upwards to thrust them into what
was touching him.
“I feel like Ace Ventura,” Andrew
Stolinski said as he held Jesse
James, a three-year-old Geoffrey
cat, in his lap. The cat was calm
and quiet, very happy to be pet for
a long period of time by several
people. At only three-years-old, the
house cat sized Jesse James was
already full grown.
The Fennec fox, named Mirage,
seemed scared throughout the event,
hunching down and not moving
regardless of how close people would
get. She flinched when people moved
to quickly or came in to pet her. Her
large golden brown ears twitched at
all the noise around.
A large albino Burmese python,
yellow and white, was set around
studentʼs necks for photo moments.
Named Casper, the python was eightyears-old and came from Burma,
Vietnam. Casper flicked his tongue
out as he moved his head through the
air, seeming to almost need no support, only set on someoneʼs neck. Joey
Giangrasso described the feeling of
Casper around his neck as “smooth,
but when it moves you can feel all its
muscles. Itʼs like a massage on the
back of my neck.”
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admission to the cardholder and two
guests, while tickets are being sold
at local venues, including Stetson
University, Atlantic Sounds, Total
Entertainment and ERAUʼs Info
Center. Tickets can be purchased for
15 dollars or ten dollars with a valid
student or military ID card. The

Women’s Expo offers info, perks
Chief Copy Editor

General Staff

say weʼre hoping for a mid-year
release, probably late summer.”
While the opening act has not yet
been determined, the band plans on
booking a local act, but lists Whole
Wheat Bread as an addition to its
ERAU performance.
Each Eagle Card grants free

IAN HUGHES/AVION

A BRAZILIAN CINNAMON MONKEY named Mr. Adam Monk was
the star attraction at Touch-N-Goʼs exotic animal show.

21st century women. The Womenʼs
History Month Committee, cosponsored by Dr. Joanne DetoreNakamura and Prof. Jennifer Carney,
will provide pizza for the lectureʼs
first 50 attendees.
The Committeeʼs capstone event,
the Expo, took place on March 15 on
the Flight Deck. Many local establishments were on hand to offer free
service to ERAU students between
classes. Hair Expectation Salon provided both menʼs and womenʼs haircuts, while students of the Daytona
Institute of Massage gave massages.
Prizes for weekly womenʼs history
quizzes, as well as raffle drawings
were generously provided by Daytona
USA, Connect Café, Hairliners Salon,
Curves, Extended Stay Inns and AMC
Theatres. Information tables were setup to offer woman advice on health,
finances, careers and safety. All
three sororities, EaglesFMʼs Mobile
Sounds, as well as numerous ERAU
departments, were in attendance.
Many other events were also sponsored by the committee throughout
the month. Actress Maxine Maxwell
performed a one-woman show,
“Echoes of the Past and Voices of
Hope: Celebrating African-American
Women,” highlighting the influence and achievements of AfricanAmerican women throughout history.
Dr. Lance Erickson gave a LunchN-Learn Lecture about the Mercury

13, a top-secret NASA program in
the 1960s to train female astronauts.
ERAUʼs Dr. Donna Barbie offered
dating tips to students as she presented a Lunch-N-Learn Lecture on
non-verbal communication and the
opposite sex. They also co-sponsored
a showing of “Million Dollar Baby”
with Touch-N-Go Productions.
“At Embry-Riddle, our female
students make history every day
with their accomplishments, but our
celebration of womenʼs history during the month of March serves as a
beacon, illuminating the path behind
them as well as the path ahead,” said
co-chair and founder of the Womenʼs
History Month Committee, Dr.
Joanne Detore-Nakamura.
Detore-Nakamura also enlisted
the assistance of many of her COM
360: Media Relations I students
to help with the event and gain
some real-world event planning
experience. The committee, only two
years old, was made possible because
of a grant offered by the Office
of Diversity Advancement. Last
year, the committee hosted Dr.
Aprille Ericsson, the first AfricanAmerican female Ph.D aerospace
engineer at Goddard Space Center, as
the keynote speaker. Next year, they
hope to bring in Harvard Universityʼs
Dr. Lisa Randall, a renowned
physics professor and author and
focus on women in science.

Biology is about you
Dave Cameron
Special to The Avion
Surprise! This is a pop quiz
(not really) to test your knowledge of general biology. Sample
answers (hopefully, none serious)
from students in biology class
are given below:
1. What is the genome? (The one
that comes between the F-gnome
and the H-gnome.)
2. What is a germ cell? (The kind
of cell that can make you sick.)
3. What human cell is nicknamed the “big eater”? (Thereʼs
nothing like that in me, dude! Iʼm
under weight!)
How did you do? If your answers
are much like the answers next to
the questions, maybe you should
consider taking PS107, Elements
of Biological Science. There are
no prerequisites for this course, but
having some biology and chemistry
in high school is recommended.
Real answers to questions like
those above and, of course, a whole
lot more, are covered in PS107.
Starting at the level of cells, photosynthesis in plants, aerobic respiration in animals and processing
of chromosomes when cells divide
either by mitosis or meiosis are
discussed. This is followed by an
introduction to genetics and a discussion of inheritance and genetic
disorders in humans.
The latter part of PS107 is devoted specifically to human biology.
Anatomy, the biological foundations
of selected topics in human physiology, and several human organ
systems and their functions, are
discussed. In short, what are some
of your most important parts, and
how do they work to make you the

magnificent organism that you are.
Learning the fundamentals of
biology is like working out at the
gym. It is a good thing for anyone,
but biology is not the easiest thing
to learn. A considerable amount of
reading and memorizing is needed.
At the end of PS107, most students
say it was more work than they
expected, but they also say it was
worth the effort, and they are more
interested in biology at the end of
the course than they were at the
beginning. To add to the interest and
even a little actual fun, a biology
laboratory course (temporary course
number PS195K) is also available.
Taking both PS107 and PS195K
fulfills the general education
graduation requirement of a science
course with a lab.
There are several different courses
here, in a few different programs,
in which biological information
is applied to problems of human
performance, health, and safety in
aviation and aerospace environments. Material covered in PS107
can supplement those discussions
and increase the studentʼs overall
understanding of those problems.
Dr. Jon French of the Human
Factors Department has stated,
“Knowing the fundamentals of
biology is important to any career
specialist in the life sciences,
and the Human Factors certainly
falls in that field.”
Students and faculty are, for
the most part, unaware of the life
sciences content of many of the
courses taught here. In an effort to
change that, to bring life sciences at
the Daytona Beach Campus out of
the closet, a life sciences demonstrations day is planned for the spring.
Watch for the announcements to be
posted around campus.
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Employee perishes after Space Center accident
Nicole Titus
Staff Reporter

PHOTO COURTESY KSC.NASA.GOV

A SOLID ROCKET BOOSTER technician straps into a safety harness at Kennedy Space Center. Steven
Owens was not wearing a harness when he fell from a KSC building, suffering fatal injuries.

Family found after two weeks
Andy Kwok
Staff Reporter
The missing family of six who
was returning home after a coastal
trip to Ashland, Ore. was found
after being reported missing since
March 4.
The recreational vehicle, driven
by the Stivers family, slid off the
road and got stuck in four feet of
snow in the mountains as they headed home. They attempted to remove
the snow by hand but were unable
to free the vehicle. The family was
not able to seek help using their cell
phones because they were not within
the service zone.
Initially reported missing on
March 8 by a relative, police and
rescue authorities searched the two
usual travelerʼs routes that stretch
from Ashland to the coastline; the
search was ended with no leads.
For the past two weeks, the family
survived on dehydrated food, which
they prepared for the trip. The family also had sufficient propane to

keep themselves warm inside the
motor home. The two Stivers children entertained their elders by reading the jokes from Readerʼs Digest
during the evenings.
The couple, Peter Stivers and
Marlo Hill-Stivers, went out and
sought help March 20 with a tent,
wool blankets, tuna fish, honey and
two hand warmers. They were soon
found by an employee of the U.S.
Bureau of Land Management the
morning of March 21.
Remaining in the RV were the
couple’s two children, Sabastyan
and Gabrayell, along with Stivers’
mother and stepfather, Becky and
Elbert Higginbotham. They were
reached by rescuers and taken to
Glendale, Ore., where they reunited
with the couple in the afternoon.
KGW-TV gave a live coverage of
the reunion as the van approached
Glendale. “He [Sabastyan] had fun.
They enjoyed it,” Stivers told KGWTV. “They didn’t know we were in
trouble,” he added.
A day after the reunion, news
reports went public, the police

authorities of Snowflake, Arizona
issued warrants for Higginbotham
and
his
wife
for
several
felony charges.
The couple is charged with possession of dangerous drugs and
drug paraphernalia, according to
the court records. In addition, Elbert
Higginbotham was also charged
with weapon misusage.
“I was in the wrong place at the
wrong time,” Higginbotham told
The Ashland Daily Tidings during an interview. He admitted he
is aware of these charges, but said
he is innocent because he is not
related to the illegal drugs founded
in the residence which he was
house-sitting. Higginbotham and
his wife were not charged last year
when they got arrested because the
couple was cooperative with the
Arizona authorities.
“Iʼve done some stupid things
in my life,” Higginbotham told
the Associated Press. “Iʼve got
to call them and take care of
business. We donʼt run from
things,” he continued.

A day after NASA halted shuttle
launch operations for a safety
timeout, a worker died after falling from a building at the Kennedy
Space Center.
Steven Owens, a Space Gateway
contractor, was airlifted to Orlando
Regional Medical Center, where he
later died.
The injury occurred when a team
from Space Gateway Support was
repairing the roof of a warehouse
in the Industrial Area.
Space Gateway Support holds
the joint base operations contract
at KSC and Cape Canaveral Air
Force Station.
Sam Guiterrez, a spokesman
for Space Gateway Support, told
FloridaToday that the worker
removed his safety harness and
was moving toward the edge of
the roof as a co-worker, acting as
a spotter, looked on. The worker
then tripped over a lightning protection wire and fell backward off
the roof.
Owens fell about 12 feet, hit an
air-conditioning unit and then fell
another 6 feet to the ground.
It was unclear why the worker
removed his safety harness. But
according to OSHA regulations if
a job is short and the setup of the
safety device is equal to or greater
than the hazard of the job, you can
go without the device. However,
Cal/OSHA says you must work
under immediate and competent
supervision.
The day before the accident, KSC
Director Jim Kennedy called for a
safety stand-down that stopped
work on NASAʼs orbiter shuttle
fleet and the International Space
Station components.
After a series of recent mishaps,
Kennedy ordered the stand-down
to prompt workers to focus on
safety.
According to a video taped
message from Kennedy, the first
mishap happened during an orbiter
jack transfer, when an unexpected
movement of Endeavorʼs nose
landing gear occurred.
Kennedy said in the message that
“The incident could have resulted
in major damage to the orbiter.”
There was also damage to
Atlantisí
water
accumulators
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There were three more incidents no apparent common cause.
in less than a
“We understand
seven-day period.
that incidents may
First, Discoveryís
occur, but a major
robotic arm was
mishap
could
damaged, which
result in losing
The goal of the
required removal
the
confidence
[stand-down] was
and replacement.
of the American
Next, an X-ray
people.”
to try to prevent
film
container
KSC spokesaccidents like this.
was dropped onto
man, Mike Rein,
a body flap tile on
told FloridaToday
- JIM KENNEDY
Endeavor, which
that the roofing
will also require
accident
was
repair.
Finally,
unfortunate.
workers started a
“The goal of
small fire during roof repairs to the (the safety stand-down) was to try
Vehicle Assembly Building, with to prevent accidents like this,” he
two highly flammable solid rocket said. “The bottom line is that were
boosters inside.
doing everything we can to make
Kennedy said that “These inci- sure things like this donʼt happen.”
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E.U. ‘appalled by’
Belarus violence
Bob Scheid

News Editor
Belarus drew protests from the
European Union over the weekend
regarding continuing riots in the
capital of that state, CNN reported.
Austria, which is the current home
of the rotating E.U. presidency,
issued a statement Sunday, saying
it was “appalled by the violence
used against demonstrators by the
Belarusian authorities.” They also
called upon the other members of
Europe, especially neighbors of
Belarus, to follow suit.
The riots so far have included
the use of tear gas, percussion grenades, and several groups of riot
police. More than a hundred people
have been detained at various times
so far.
Austria also demanded the release
of demonstration leader Alexander
Kozulin and several other protesters. Kozulin was charged with hooliganism during a march to a prison
where other protesters were being
held. According to his daughter, he
was himself taken to a prison about
30 miles from Minsk. Earlier reports

that he had been beaten appear to be
false, and he is reported to be in
good condition.
Many are questioning the validity of the election results, in which
President Lukashenkoʼs landslide
victory got him a third consecutive
term. Opposition leaders maintain
that the vote was fraudulent, and
E.U. and U.S. officials say that
misuse of state power and various
arrests and detentions have disrupted a truly democratic vote. Moscow
is supporting Lukashenko, while the
E.U. sees Belarus as a holdover of
Soviet-style rule.
Belarus responded to these claims
on Sunday at press time, calling
those countries “on the verge of
Belarusian hysteria.” The Foreign
Ministry released a statement saying that “it is self-evident to objective observers that the situation in
Belarus is absolutely calm.” It went
on to urge the E.U. and the United
States to stop “attempts to destabilize the country from abroad.”
About 50 youths chanted antiAmerican slogans in front of the
Embassy in Minsk; police did
not interfere, according to an
independent reporter in the area.
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Student: Avion, forum respondents irresponsible

On a beautiful Sunday night
somewhere around 10 p.m., I am
leaving the library. I leave disappointed that the section on computer
programming is falling behind even
though the field is frantically dynamic. But that is not the topic of my letter. The topic instead relates to the
content of the March 7 edition of The
Avion, which I picked up and look
forward to browse, to get an update
on the state of affairs at ERAU. I
would like to know about the progress on finding a replacement for Dr.
Ebbs among other things.
I am saddened by the front-page
story about a fraternity probation
after a tragic incident last year. It
saddens me because I was a student during the Sept. 11 events, and
Embry-Riddle does not need any
negative publicity, we have had our
undeserved share.
Then I read about a student whose
career may be ruined by poor judgment. A hard-learned lesson, and
I sincerely hope Mr. McKinney
recovers well and carries on with
his dream and career. In a field

that has become so unstable and
competitive, one does not need this
sort of additional trouble.
And then, among this string of
not so cheering news, I come across
the “Student Forum.” First off, let
me share my disappointment in
the question asked: “What can you
dodge?” It sounds like something I
would have been asked in kindergarten. Anyway, the only thing more
appalling than the question are three
of the answers.
Mr. Kiley, know that it is an honor
and, you may not realize, a privilege to serve for the United States
Military. Some of us who came to
this beautiful country to study would
give much to be a part of the armed
forces and serve the United States
of America. There is nothing to
be proud of in being able to avoid
your obligations to your country,
and at the same time exposing your
unpatriotic aspirations to your fellow students. You treat with utmost
lightness a topic that you may well
encounter again when you get to
Canada and meet deserters.

Mr. Jones and Mr. Brown,
avoiding your financial obligations
will always be to the detriment of
somebody else. Once again, there is
nothing to be proud of here, and you
give sad examples to your fellow
students. I will not dig any further
into the topic.
“Responsibilities” is the key word
here. You do not dodge your responsibilities, and thinking that you
can is just asking for more trouble
later on.
Please respect yourself and your
fellow students, respect your alumni,
and set a higher standard so that we
can all be proud of our University.
Remember, the buildings do not
make the university; it is the faculty
and the students who do.
This letter is not personal, I hope
all three of you successfully graduate
and continue expressing yourselves,
albeit with more tact and depth.
And the next time you are asked,
if you donʼt have anything funny
to stay, stick with the failsafe:
“A dodge ball.”
~JP Linardon

JONATHAN METTIN/AVION

JP LINARDON ARGUES THAT The Avion gives undue negative publicity to Embry Riddle, and also calls
the March 7 forum question of “What can you dodge?” “appalling.” He goes on to lash out against several
forum respondents.

Please close the can of racial worms
A couple of weeks ago, an article
was written concerning racism at
Embry-Riddle. The article was
based on the opinions and feelings
of a student, Michael Gonzalez,
after the first Black History Month
Celebration at Riddle. The student lashed out at the mass of
Caucasians at this school who
did not attend the event, one of
whom he believed to be the SGA
President, Sara McCook. Although
Mr. Gonzales later apologized for
not recognizing Ms. McCookʼs
presence, and retracted many of
his previous statements, his original
opinions indicated quite unfairly,
that the lack of a strong showing
of whites was directly related to
racism. The article, written after
the groundbreaking celebration, was

overenthusiastic and unwarranted.
Even though everyone is entitled
to his or her own opinion, the article
was unnecessary and no good has
come out of it. The facts were
poorly presented and the writer
relied on needless finger-pointing
and name-calling. The article has
only led others to counterattack
Gonzalezʼs remarks, increasing the
controversy surrounding the issue
and, in effect, opening a racial can
of worms. Admittedly, we all may
need to increase our cultural awareness in some way or another, but
venting out borderline hate speech
is not a solution to the problem.
This is not what Black History
Month is, nor was its first annual
celebration, about.
Racism is a strong word and

although it still exists, even at this
school, it should not be carelessly
used to describe whites who did
not come to the Black History
Celebration. The absence of whites
did not detract from the significance
of the event. I wonder what Mr.
Gonzalez expected? His time and
energy should have been used to
promote the event and encourage
more to come to similar events in
the future.
Personally, I knew I was leaving a
predominantly black environment to
come to what is probably the exact
opposite, when I made the decision
to attend this school. I chose to
come here because of this schoolʼs
educational value — not because of
the depth of cultural understanding
from those who study and work

at the institution. I should not be
subject to ridicule and/or called
racist simply for not showing up to
a Latin, Asian, or any other ethnic
event. Given Americaʼs history, racism will always be present in some
form or another, so the answer to the
question at hand — “Canʼt we all
just get along?” is NOPE. Obviously
we should NOT add fuel to the fire.
Everyone needs to chill out.
Let Black History Month be a
month to recognize and remember
the achievements of blacks and
not a month to display ignorance
and ill-mannered opinions. With
that said I appreciate the group of
people involved in putting the event
together and the many that came and
showed their support.
~Jonathan Smith

What’s really important?
Author Jonathan Franzen president is “f-ing” kidding.
noted that if anything, television
Of the three, which should we
might be the ultimate public. view as more upsetting? Easily
This is why celebrities can be — the answer is Vivi. How can
so fascinating: they are
we, Americans, as
the focal point of the
a nation, live withmost public tradition
out such a beautiful
we know. Accordingly,
Whippet to jump over
television has become
small stands, to shake
an important source
hands, to stand on its
for
news,
weather
hind legs? Stop the
and
entertainment.
search for Osama bin
Specifically, televised
Laden! America must
news is one of the
find VIVI or our progfastest, most efficient Christopher A. ress as a nation will
methods for learning
no doubt come to a
Noth
about current affairs.
screeching halt.
Columnist
Sadly, though, teleI hate that major
vised news is often all too news often delivers stories
focused on things that are whol- which deliver no value while
ly and completely unimportant. simultaneously glossing over
On Thursday morning, ABC stories which are most important
News spent nearly two minutes for America.
covering Vivi, the lost show dog,
Unlike many Americans, and
but failed to mention either that President Bush, Iʼm not bothPresident Bush had claimed to ered that the media is portraying
have never said something he the situation in Iraq negatively; I
said blatantly in his State of the donʼt think that the coverage has
Union address in 2003 or that been unfair. Many believe that
MSNBC anchor Keith Olberman the media only shows car bombquestioned, during his coverage ings and suicide violence. This
of the speech,
does coverage
“Who
does
does not seem
[President
unfair to me.
Bush] think
Embry-Riddle
... televised news is
heʼs
f-ing
can go three
often all too focused
kidding?”
years without
(Note
that
an
aircraft
that
are
wholly
...
Olberman did
accident; if it
unimportant.
say
“f-ing”
does, it will
rather than the
likely also go
actual implied
three
years
- CHRISTOPHER NOTH
expletive,
without any
which is more
news covera i r - w o r t h y,
age. As a New
but nonetheless offensive.)
York Times news analyst noted
Then, as I always do, I reflect- on CNN, “We cover airplane
ed on my utter disappointment, crashes, not safe landings.”
and thought to myself, “Which Irregularities, unplanned events,
story is more important?” Of even tragedies, not routines, are
course, a show dog that disap- the stories that shape the outpeared weeks ago, whose owner comes of society.
was stupid enough to hire psyRather than being upset that
chics and “pet detectives,” is media coverage is too negasignificantly more important tive, Iʼm bothered that theyʼre
to the outcome of the lives of spending very little time coverthe American people than the ing it all. America is, after all,
President publicly denying say- still engaged in a war. Here, in
ing something that was easily America, not Ethiopia, children
available on video tape about the are hungry, restless, and homeconnection between Al-Quaeda, less. Here, in America, many
Iraq and Saddam Hussein. children fail to obtain the eduMoreover, the dogʼs disappear- cation they will no doubt need
ance more plainly displays an to live and work in an increasabsolute lack of respect for the ingly
complicated
society.
American presidency than does Here, in America, a show dog
a talking-head asking who the is still missing.
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Student Forum

The Avion asks: “What is the most outrageous thing you did over spring break?”

—Compiled by Jacklyn Duff, Melanie Pugh and Brandon Boekelman

Got a question
you think would
fit here? Tell us!
Send your
questions to
avion.newsroom
@gmail.com!

Caitlin McGunigle
Freshman
Aerospace Engineering

Dan Beltz
Junior
Aerospace Engineering

Allan Craddock
Junior
Aviation Maint. Science

Johann Shrell
Sophomore
Aerospace Engineering

Nadir Bagaveyev
Sophomore
Aerospace Engineering

“I saw a car flipped on its
side on I-91 in Connecticut.”

“I hunted wolverines in
Alaska.”

“I witnessed a drunken guy
on a motorcycle hit a car,
get up and drive away with a
busted face.”

“I attended a bikini contest at
the Desert Inn.”

“I saw my comrades get into
a bar fight. One guy got hit
in the nose, and the other
one chased him around.”

If we like your
question, we
might use it in the
paper, and if we
do, we’ll give you
the credit!
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Atomic particles model social interactions
Particles
affect other
particles
Michael McGraw
Staff Reporter

Scientists have created a new
model for social networks shared
between human beings. Nearly
90,000 students were followed
as they made new contacts and
grew their social networks. The
mathematically complex model
is based on how people interact, and how they are affected
by those interactions.
The scientists who conducted
the study discovered that social
networks are formed in a “very
natural way,” much like particles
in an enclosed system. Particles
interact and then bounce off each

other but at a different speed
and in a different direction than
before the interaction.
People act similarly. Imagine
an enclosed system with no previous interactions where everyone
is separate from the other person.
In this case, it would be similar to
students meeting on the first day at
a new school. Now set everyone in
motion to mingle and meet.
As a person meets a new person
and forms an acquaintance, that
person is changed, and he or she is
now sent off in a “different direction,” so to speak. Every interaction that this particular person
makes after the pervious interaction
is based on that previous interaction, and every previous interaction
before that. For example, the next
acquaintance a person makes may
be made through the acquaintance
they just made. Or that person may
base their next meeting on a meeting that he or she recently had.
Some time after the people
have formed their friendships, the

system will reach a “quasi-stationary state.” This is representative
of social clustering. With this
new information, scientists are
now able to reproduce the statistical and structural features of
groups of people.
The study itself is not able to
predict how a person will interact or with whom he or she will
interact. That is left entirely up
to human behavior and is not predictable. However, the new model
will serve as another basis on how
people communicate and how certain messages are passed from person to person and among the group
as a whole.
Such knowledge has a wide
variety of applications, such
as in business. Managers, for
example, could use this form of
modeling to find the “hubs” and
“holes” in a particular group of
people.
That information could
then be used to determine who the
natural leaders of a group or where
reorganization may be needed.

Military uses U.S. metals
Michael McGraw
Staff Reporter

Strict government regulations
on metals used in military hardware are threatening to delay
military deployments and cut into
profits of aerospace contractors.
Smaller contractors and lower-tier
suppliers are the hardest hit,
but the net effect has been
delayed deliveries and payments
across the industry.
Under current rules, contractors must certify that metals in
every component were smelted in
the United States, including metals used in small items such as
screws and wires. The law, known
as the Berry Amendment, was
created in 1972 to ensure
the United States was able
to produce metals required
in military systems.
Industry advocates, however,
argue that the law was never
meant to pertain to the lower tiers
of suppliers, citing a memorandum
issued in 1972 by then-Defense

Secretary Melvin Laird that stated
the impracticalities of expending
time and money to scrutinize the
metals from the lowest levels of
the supply chain. The Defense
Contract Management Agency
(DCMA) is responsible for overseeing procurement contracts
from the Pentagon.
Although the law has been on
the books for over three decades,
industry officials claim that it was
not heavily enforced, especially
at the smaller contractors, until
recently. Now, companies that
produce products such as engines
must ensure that parts costing
as little as 13 cents installed on
subassemblies meet the Made-inAmerica requirement. Of all the
military branches, the Navy may
be the most affected, because the
regulations apply to both aircraft
engines and turbine engines found
on surface ships.
One case cited by the Aerospace
Industries Association (AIA),
which represents manufacturers
and suppliers from all realms of
the aviation industry, involved a

PHOTO COURTESY WWW.WAM.UMD.EDU

SOCIAL NETWORKS LOOK LIKE particles of atoms moving around a central point but clustering in
areas they are more comfortable in. Yet there are the stray particles that do not cross into the clusters. This
can be applied as managers the hubs of these areas of particles and those who interact with them.

$4-million aircraft engine being
questioned over a $1.30 undocumented part. AIA President John
Douglass claims that many
smaller companies are unable
to certify where their materials
are produced because they are
obtained from third-party distributors who themselves do not know
the productʼs origins.
However, according to Cheryl
Irwin, a spokeswoman at the
DCMA, there has been no change
in the enforcement and that the
Berry Amendment applies, and
has always applied, “down to
every sub-tier supplier.” Irwin
notes, however, that the DCMA
allows “conditional acceptance”
of non-certified materials if the
delays would be detrimental
to the departmentʼs mission.
Douglass hopes to see a more
flexible stance on the part of the
DCMA, including the possibility of waivers and clarification
on its enforcement policies. Irwin
states that the department is working with the industry, but that
there is no simple solution.
Advertisement

Leak in Falcon 1ʼs maiden voyage

PHOTO COURTESY WWW.SPACEX.COM

THE FIRST LAUNCH FOR SpaceX ended in a fuel leak that caused a fire around one of the main
engines of the first stage. However CEO Elon Musk, he co-founded Paypal, is not distraught, as many
other first launches were not sucessful and everthing else in the mission went according to plan.
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Google offers global maps of Martian surface
David Scotland
Staff Reporter

PHOTO COURTESY WWW.NASA.GOV

Recently the worldʼs leader in
Internet “everything,” Google,
realized its latest method of
“organizing the worldʼs information.” Thanks to Google,
since June of 2005, web
surfers around the world
have had access to satellite
images of the earth, compiled and spliced together to
form a seamless and threedimensional view of our
planet. Following Google
Earth and the later launch
of Google Moon, we now
have Google Mars.
Google, together with
Arizona State University
and NASA researchers,
has released what it calls
the most detailed scientific
maps of the red plnet ever.
These detailed maps are
packaged in the same easy to
use interface that is familiar
to anyone who has used their
street map or Google Moon
services.
The images come in three
types in order to give viewers
three different perspectives on the
mysterious planet. First there is the
elevation view which allows visitors to see a contour map of sorts of

red planet using different color codes.
Secondly there is a map that gives the
same perspective that one would see if
we took our digital camera on a trip to
Mars and took pictures from orbit. The
third type of map is an infrared map
showing the heating characteristics of
the Martian surface.
All of these maps are thanks to
two NASA spacecraft, the 1997 Mars
Global Surveyor and the 2001 Mars
Odyssey spacecraft.
With the images compiled and
released on the web users at home can
search for specific mountain ranges,
or simply travel frame by frame
across the planet.
Phil Christensen, who operates the
infrared camera on the Mars Odyssey
spacecraft and is also a planetary
geologist at Arizona State University,
told CNN that it is the hope of this
project that people will look at Mars
for enjoyment and “not to think of it
as a mysterious alien place.”
Googleʼs plan is to one day integrate this offering into its Google
Earth program allowing user to go
between the planets.
This latest offering along with
announcements by the company
earlier this year about the release of
Google Finance and Google Video,
begs one question. One day in the
near future, will everything we
need be found online in a Google
“superconglomerate” of online tools?
Only time will tell.

Sony expects PS3 to be delayed until November

Sony’s President,
Phil Harrison,
not worried over
expected delays
Charlene Valerio
Reserve Editor
The highly anticipated Playstation 3 (PS3) may
be delayed until November 2007 in Japan, despite
plans of releasing the console in spring of this year.
The news comes from Sonyʼs issues with

implementing Blu-Ray into their systems. Blu-Ray
technology is considered the next-generation of
optical disc formats, and allows for discs to store
high-density data and high-definition video.
There is concern that if the Japanese launch in
November, the launch of the PS3 in the United States
and Europe would come months later, even into the
beginning of the 2007 year. This would give Sonyʼs
biggest rival, Microsoft, another Christmas to boost
sales for their Xbox 360. Microsoft plans to start
shipping two to three times more Xbox 360 consoles
per week since it came out. Nintendo will also be
taking advantage of the delay in the PS3 as it has a
head-start with its Nintendo Revolution console.
Another concern regarding the release of the PS3
is also the price. With the Blu-Ray DVD readers
installed into the PS3, the console could cost near
$800 or more. The cost of the standalone Blu-Ray
DVD player is expected to cost near $999.

Despite the delay of the PS3, Sony still is
optimistic towards the success of the PS3. Phil
Harrison, president of Sony Computer Entertainment
Worldwide Studios, states, “it doesnʼt put us at a
disadvantage at all ... throughout our history,
weʼve never been the first console (of
each generation) to launch.”
Despite the high price of the
PS3 in comparison to the price
of the Xbox 360, expected
to be much cheaper, and
the suspicion of the
success of Blu-Ray
technology, it seems
likely
that
the
traditional
console
wars we have come
to expect are far
from over.
Advertisement
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Eagles sweep Grandview, extend win streak to nine
Press Release
ERAU Sports Info. Dept.

DAYTONA BEACH – Senior
Derrick Pyles went a combined
five-for-eight with three RBI to
lead the Embry-Riddle baseball
team to a doubleheader sweep
of Grand View (Iowa) on Friday.
The Eagles came from behind
using a five-run sixth to claim a
7-3 victory in the first game and
followed with a 9-1 win in game
two. Pyles went two-for-four in the
first game and led all hitters with
a three-for-four performance in the
second as the Eagles improved to
28-10 on the year.
David Timm went the distance
in the first game and improved
to 4-3 after striking out seven and
yielding three runs (2 earned) on
seven hits, while Brian Letko (91) fanned two and gave up one
unearned run on six hits to earn
the win in game two.
Grand View (11-6) took an
early lead in the first game when
the first two hitters reached on
a single and a double, and Tyler
Adams hit into a fielderʼs choice
to drive in Dan Miller in the first
frame. Doug Bensonʼs RBI-single
put the Vikings up 2-0 and they
threatened more when an error and
a walk loaded the bases. But Timm
got of the jam, inducing a fly out
to center to end the inning.
The Eagles answered with a
run in the bottom of the first and
another in the second to tie the
game, but the Vikings broke the
deadlock when Adams singled
home Miller in fifth for a 3-2
Grand View advantage.
In the top of the sixth, the Eagles
sent 11 hitters to the plate and tallied five runs on four hits to take
the lead. Josh Smith singled and
Danny Martin, running for Smith
put himself in scoring position
after stealing second and third.
Victor Roldan hit a ball back to
Viking pitcher Dan Karaszewski
(4-1) who chose to get Martin out
at home. Martin avoided the tag
and safely returned to third when
Adams threw the ball wide of the
bag, allowing Roldan to get all the
way to second on the play.
After Bernie Hurley singled
home Martin and Kevin Ferreiro hit
into a fielderʼs choice that allowed
Roldan to score, Josh Doane sent

Hurley across on a double and
Ferreiro came across on an error
by the shortstop on the same play.
Pyles closed out the scoring when
his second hit of the game drove in
Doane to seal the win.
In the nightcap, the Eagles got
on the board first, taking advantage of a pair of singles and a
Viking error to take a 1-0 lead
in the first inning, but Grand
View knotted the score in the top
of the second when Brad Brown
hit a grounder to second to send
Kevin McCarroll across.
ERAU put the game out of
reach with a five-spot in the bottom of the inning. Two doubles,
a triple and two singles chased
Viking starter Jeff Ratashak
(0-1) who took the loss. Smith
greeted reliever Eric Finley with
a first-pitch double and Roldan
capped off the frame with an RBIsingle that pushed Smith across
for a 7-1 Eagle lead.
Finley hit Ferreiro to lead off
the fifth and after moving up on
a single by Pyles, Ferreiro scored
on Smithʼs single through the left
side, while Pyles plated the last
run of the ballgame when Williams
hit into a double play.

PHOTO COURTESY EMBRYRIDDLESPORTS.COM

SENIOR DERRICK PYLES went
seven-for-eleven this weekend to
lead ERAU to three victories.

Press Release
ERAU Sports Info. Dept.

ERAU Baseball Top Five Hitters

DAYTONA BEACH – Amadis
Padilla snapped a 1-1 tie with
a solo homer off Grand View
junior Brandon Wolf to help the
Embry-Riddle baseball team to a
3-1 win over the Vikings (11-7) on
Saturday. The homer was Padillaʼs
first of the season and his only hit
of the day as the Eagles improved
to 29-10 on the year.
Senior Josh Smith (5-1) notched
his fifth win, striking out six and
limiting the Vikings to just one
run in seven innings on the hill.
He also tied for the lead in hits
on the day going two-for-three
with a double.
Shawn Williams picked up his
team-high third save after allowing two baserunners over the
final two frames.
Smith hit Dan Miller to lead
off the game and then gave up
a single to Matt Ingle. After
Smith retired the next two batters, Kyle Heatherington drove
in Miller with a double to the
corner in left field to give the
Vikings a 1-0 lead.
A fielding error by Ingle at
second put Josh Doane (1-for-4)
on base, and after moving up on
a stolen base and a ground out,
Doane crossed when Derrick
Pyles (2-for-3, 1 RBI) hit a
grounder to first.
The Eagles had two opportunities to score in their next two
at-bats, putting runners in scoring position in the second and
third frames, but it was Padillaʼs
leadoff shot to right centerfield
in the fourth that broke the deadlock and gave the Blue and Gold
a one-run lead.
The Eagles tacked on an insurance run in the fifth when Doane
boarded on a one-out single and
moved up on Pylesʼ single through
the right side. Both runners moved
up when Wolf threw a pitch in the
dirt and Doane scored when Wolfʼs
second wild pitch of the inning
went all the way to the backstop.
Wolf (3-1) took the loss for
the Vikings, surrendering three
runs (two earned) on seven hits
with five strikeouts.
The Eaglesʼ next game is at
6 p.m. on Tuesday when they
host Southeastern (Fla.).

Player
Derrick Pyles.......
Josh Smith..........
Victor Roldan.......
Kevin Ferreiro......
Amadis Padilla.....

AVG

AB

R

H

2B

3B

HR

RBI

SLG%

OB% SB-ATT

.397
.381
.376
.363
.360

141
118
125
91
89

37
24
35
23
24

56
45
47
33
32

8
10
8
6
9

3
0
1
1
1

2
6
4
0
1

26
29
30
18
24

.539
.619
.552
.451
.517

.462 11-14
.435
0-0
.413
7-9
.454
6-9
.477
1-1

GREG FRECHETTE/AVION

JUNIOR OUTFIELDER AMADIS PADILLA hit his first home run of the season to break a 1-1 tie in
Saturdayʼs game against Grand View. The Eagles will look to improve their 29-10 record and nine game
winning streak when they host Southeastern on Tuesday.
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Langerado 2006 marks start of festival season

Take a walk through
the event ...

turn tables in the swamp tent. His electronic beats not believe that there was another day ahead
were not enough to keep me around for very long. me. I could have gone home then and been
It was time to experience the festival outside perfectly satisfied.
the music.
Starting Sunday off was a band that a personal
I took a stroll through the “hippie mall,” friend of mine is in called the Burnin Smyrnans.
browsing through all of the arts, crafts and They were up to their usual jam band groove.
clothing that is hard to find
Next, I ventured over to the
Zach Mahone
somewhere else. I even ran into
Sunset stage where I caught
a few vendors that I had previSlightly Stoopid. Do not let
Diversions Editor
ously met at Bonnaroo two
the name fool you, these guys
If there is a man
years ago. There were so many
combine blues, rock, punk
It seems that with each passing year, Langerado awesome gifts that I wanted to
and, most importantly, reggae
who knows how to
grows into a musical playground for artists and get for myself and friends. I
in a way that could be called
listeners alike. The two day event included five met this really awesome artist
musical genius.
have fun, it’s
stages featuring over 40 different bands, rang- named Michael Ryan who was
I took another stroll around
Wayne Coyne.
ing from psychedelic rock, reggae, djʼs, and, of painting murals on tiles from
the “hippie mall” and this
course, jam bands.
New Orleans.
time I could not help myself.
- ZACH MAHONE
I found myself starting the weekend off in Ft.
As 3 p.m. came around, it
I bought a hammock from a
Lauderdale in a cozy hole-in-the-wall club called was back to the music to see
company I have never heard of
the Culture Room. I went there on a friendʼs Michael Franti and Spearhead.
called Eagleʼs Nest Outfitters.
recommendation to see the Drive By Truckers After first seeing him in the press conference, it You might see me laying around campus some(DBT). Not knowing what to expect, I was was weird to see him on stage. While wandering time on it. I also scored a pair of shorts and a
thoroughly impressed. The DBT were a form of around some more, I got to see Burning Spear. shirt as Leviʼs giveaways.
raw southern punk rock that I
After catching the beginning of
I soon found myself in front of Mofro and not
have never heard before. The
Burning Spear and the ever so wanting to go anywhere else. These country boys
Culture Room was packed
colorful Brazilian Girls, it was get down to the blues rock with a little bit of funk
to the brim with fans from
time to see Umphreyʼs McGee sprinkled on top. Originally from Jacksonville,
Not knowing
all over.
at the Everglades stage.
Mofro found its way around the world by surfThe next day I was filled
Immediately following that ing before taking to music. You never would
what
to
expect,
I
with excitement and anxshow was the ever-anticipated have guessed by looking at these country hilliousness, knowing what I
Flaming Lips. If there is a billies. They are definitely worth looking up
was thoroughly
was about to experience.
man who knows how to have on MySpace.
impressed.
Walking through the gates, I
fun in the world, it is Wayne
After Mofro, I hit up G. Love and Special
could not help noticing the
Coyne. He started his set by sauce, followed by Clap Your Hands Say Yeah,
- ZACH MAHONE
beautiful day and the sound
getting into a giant air bubble which have been called the “best unsigned band
of music in the distance.
and rolling around the crowd. in America.”
The first stop was Lotus at
The colorful stage equipment
Next up was Robert Randolph and the
the Everglades stage. This funky chill mix and 40 dancing animals on stage made the Family Band, who had a great show. Robert
of electronic jam was just what I needed Flaming Lips one of the best shows of the week- Randolph put out so much energy that he
to start my day.
end. When they played “Bohemian Rhapsody”, was fun to watch.
At 1 p.m.. there was a media conference that Coyne stopped singing and let the crowd take it.
At 5:30 p.m., it was time to see my most anticiI wanted to catch. The Flaming Lipsʼ Wayne If I ever get another chance to see the Flaming pated band, Wilco. Never seeing them in person,
Coyne, Mofroʼs JJ Grey, Michael Franti, John Lips, I am most definitely
I was surprised how old they
Ginty and The Metersʼ Art Neville were tak- going to take it.
looked. Their set list was aweing questions from the press. Since this was the
Unfortunately, I could only
some, including all of the clasfirst time I got to see any of these guys, I was catch the beginning of the
sics. Lastly was the legendary
I soon found
extremely excited. Questioning touched on sub- Meters and Disco Biscuits
Black Crowes. The show left
jects such as the growing festival cultural as well because I was too busy watchmy ears ringing for two days.
myself in front
as the changing times in digital music and how ing the Flaming Lips show.
Maybe it was because I was
of Mofro and not
artists are going to cope.
Finally, it was time to finish
near the speakers.
After the conference, I wandered over to the up the day with Ben Harper
Langerado, like many other
wanting
to
go
...
Sunrise stage where a very familiar band Drive and The Innocent Criminals.
music festivals, offers an
By Truckers was playing. Not being a DBT I was not disappointed, but I
experience that goes beyond
- ZACH MAHONE
virgin anymore, I think I liked this show a lot was expecting a little bit more
the music. It is a place to meet
better. I could understand the lyrics more clearly out of his performance. I saw
up with old and new friends
than in the club. DBT has the most explicit lyrics him three years ago and recall
and just enjoy life. It is a
that I have ever heard, not in a profanity sense him being a lot more energetic. However, the place to go relax and forget about all the worbut in detail. It really kept fans listening to the crowd really seemed to come alive when Harper ries in the world. Keep a look out for announcesongs and following the story.
played “Burn One.”
ments for next yearʼs Langerado around this
Next stop was RJD2, who was working five
As day two rolled around, I simply could time and I will see you there.
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Sudoku

WORD SEARCH

Medium

Easy

snerfs

behemouth

stonehead

clams

turkey

astoria

walrus

coconuts

wanda

cows

zeke

chickens

alligator

dodo

andretheartist

fazoobs

Hard

Medium

CHRIS COLE

The Riddle of Life
By Jonathan Mettin

Funny ... nobody noticed the two-dimesional
talking animation next to the hot chick.

by Wes Oleszewski

Across
1. Hooked nose and loves chickens
5. Balcony dweller
6. Unusually talented chef
7. His uncle owns the theatre
8. The Tiger or the Lion

MUPPETS CHARACTERS
9. Bear comedian
10. One of the two tapdancers
12. Wild drummer
13. Waldorf’s friend
15. Gonzo’s girlfriend
18. Italian musician who played the muppaphones

20. Harmonica playing stagehand
21. Sweet inventor
22. Laid-back piano player
24. Groovy keyboardist
25. “Bomb”, “Bang”, “Dynamite”, “Big charge”
26. Often backstage sweeping or dancing
Down
2. Tux-wearing, appeared in Hawaii
3. Large, shaggy, brown, and friendly
4. Saxaphone player
8. The jug blower
9. Victim of Bunsen’s inventions
11. Bass player
14. Captain of the Swinetrek
16. Yellow, large mouth, monster
17. Shaggy hippie with blinking eyes
18. Female flirt
19. A rat with personality
23. Insecure comedian

LAST WEEKʼS ANSWERS

STUDENT LIFE
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Board and Students move in different direction
Sara McCook

SGA President
With the spring Board of
Trustees (BoT) meeting finally
here, I would like to take this
opportunity to inform you
about what topics might be
discussed and changes that
could/might be made.
This past fall the BoT made a
decision to rewrite the bylaws and
change the status of the student
and faculty trustees that currently
sit on the board, and that have sat
on the board for more than twentyfive years. The student and faculty
status are and have been recognized
as full voting members (equivalent
to a full time trustee). Over time
students have played a major role
in the direction of the University
by serving on many committees

such as Finance, Student Life, “members when called upon”
and Executive Committee (when serving on two current committees
met on the respective campus) (Student Life and Academics) but
and Academic. With attendance in no longer serving on the Finance
these committees, SGA Presidents committee and executive commiton both campuses have
tee (what I believe to be
been able to express contwo of the most important
cerns and ideas regardcommittees). The student
ing important decision
and faculty trustees will
making matters. The
now serve on the new
students have also been
facilities and capital
able to vote on imporplanning committee.
tant changes and deciWithout
a
student
sion that were made not
sitting on the Finance
only in the committees
committee, s/he will not
Sara
but also on a full board
partake in a decision
McCook
level. That vote is more
that is most important to
than likely going to be SGA President students, tuition. This
taken away this Friday
decision will be void of
during the full board
a student input, the lifemeeting. Drafts on rewording for blood of the University.
the student/faculty trustee have
Much debate occurred last
been made and will be voted upon, semester as to the reasoning
leaving both parties as basically behind the removal of the student/

Icarus Goes to Wallops

“

”

Copy Editor

Jonathan L.S. Castillo Reminick
Student Representative

PHOTO COURTESY PROJECT ICARUS

MEMBERS OF PROJECT ICARUS and the Wallops Flight Facility
team gathered in the Bend Test Cell in Wallops Island, Virginia.
vibrated all axes to accelerations of 18
Gs. The payload lost a nut on one of
the components, yet it was determined
that this nut was not tightened down
before the test, so the payload passed
this test with flying colors. The next
major test was a bend test that took
place on Wednesday. The full rocket
was bolted down at the tail end and a
50 pound weight was attached to the
nosecone, placing a moment on the
entire rocket. Through this test the
strength of each joint was determined.
It is still up in the air as to whether
or not this test was satisfactory; aerodynamic data from Wallops is still
needed to qualify the bend test data.
The Icarus team returned to Daytona
Beach very satisfied with the outcome of its trip to Wallops. Although
some aspects of the rocket had to be
changed, the fins cannot be welded

be changed and I hope that with a
new outlook presented on Friday,
things may be different.
On a separate note, Dr. Johnson
(Interim-President) gave his blessing to move forward with the
Honor Code. Next year, the Honor
Code will be found in the Student
Handbook and officially adopted
on the Daytona Beach campus.
The code will stand for the philosophical belief in the standard
among academics, community
servitude and integrity.
In addition to a code, a pledge
will be looked into for students
to sign prior to exams and papers
upon further discussion with the
Dean of Academics, as well as
the Faculty Senate and general
faculty alike. Within five years,
I truly believe the Honor Code
will become a daily part of the
Embry-Riddle community.

SGA urges student body to
show their support at rally

Curtis Ewbank

While many students took spring
break off to travel or simply rest,
the primary members of the Icarus
Sounding Rocket Program went to
Wallops Island Flight Facility to plan
the launch of the Icarus rocket in
May. Ron Driggers, Mike Stackpole,
Markus Zimmerman and Ronʼs
parents left Daytona Beach March
19 for the road trip up to Virginia.
Once there, they began three days of
meetings and engineering tests on the
vehicle they hope to fly in May. The
Wallops excursion began on Monday
with a general meeting with Wallops
staff members. The Icarus team was
given launch procedures and expensive launch equipment, as well as
guidance as to how to make their rocket safe to fly from Wallops. Overall,
the Wallops staff was courteous to the
Icarus team. When it was decided
the launch system for Icarus was not
satisfactory, Wallops staff volunteered
to order and purchase the parts for the
Icarus team. Over the next two days,
Wallops Flight Facility conducted two
major tests for Icarus. On Tuesday,
the payload was put on a shaker
table to make sure it would withstand
launch. The shaker table consisted
of a 192,000-watt amplifier, which

faculty trustee in a voting capacity, cern among the board. From my
with much of it revolving around perspective and with the summer
“conflict of interest.” I believe retreat that was held last June, this
there were other motives, not be was a recommendation from the
too discussed at this time, that consultant and pushed by certain
are behind such
individuals; from
a change to a
my understandpiece of ERAUʼs
ing the studentʼs
heritage.
ability to vote
... this was a
This continues
was not a contopic thrown in to
to be a topic of
cern prior to the
concern among
summer retreat.
divert
away
from
the
students
Many
major
important issues ...
but I believe
changes
have
is viewed as
occurred
in
the
- SARA MCCOOK
just
another
past year as well
bylaw
change
as the past five
to a majority of
years, and many
the general board. I question as major decisions continue to need
to how much of the eagerness to be made and Iʼm still afraid this
to remove the students and fac- was a topic thrown in to divert away
ulty from the voting capacity came from important issues at hand. In
from our past University President, less than a week from now, a
and how much of it was a true con- small part of our heritage might

to the fin can as planned and a port
must be built in the rocket for the new
umbilical, the meeting was productive. Wallops was also impressed with
the work the Icarus team had done, the
level of machine work was better than
previous student-built rockets. The
Icarus team was also pleased with the
level of assistance given by Wallops
Flight Facility. Wallops loaned the
team high-precision instruments for
the construction of the rocket, as
well as conducted flight analysis and
engineering tests for free. Wallops
Flight Facility would like students
to launch rockets from their facility,
and has made it easy for students to
do the analysis necessary to launch
large rockets. Overall, it is better treatment than Cape Canaveral
has ever given a student rocket
project from Embry-Riddle.

So many times have I heard people noticing things they would like
changed at our school. Most of the
time, that is as far as it ever gets. One
friend complains to another or to a
professor, but no real action is taken
toward actually doing something
about it. People say it is because
they are powerless to do anything
and no one would listen anyway.
In reality, there is a whole group of
people who are dying to hear about
it. Some issues are larger than others, like the removal of the SGA
President and faculty representatives
from the Board of Trustees.
This is your chance to remind
the University that you do care, and
that you will not let this go. EmbryRiddle is an extremely progressive
University. Our University has
incredible acceptance rates that give
almost anyone with a dream in their
head that chance to make something
of themselves. Sure, many other
schools do not have voting student
representatives on their trustee
boards, but we are not other schools!

Advertisement

Last semester, a rally was held
during the BoT meeting in Prescott.
During that meeting, they postponed
deciding on the status of the students until their next meeting. This
Friday, all of the trustees will be in
Daytona, and they will decide how
important the students are, right here
in Spruance Hall. Too many times
have the students been walked on
and passed off as an apathetic body.
When students come here they have
a fire in their eyes to become pilots,
to build spaceships, but I have seen
with my own eyes this fire sucked
out of them. EVERY MOMENT
is another chance to turn not only
your life, but all of our lives in a new
direction. Like doing your laundry,
once you get up and do it, you will
realize it actually was not hard at all.
By going to the rally on Friday,
the trustees will actually be able
to see you from their conference
room. There is a small monument
on our campus with the employee
creed on it, a creed we should all
know. Every line begins with “A
student…” and every line tells of
how important the students are to
the University. WE ARE the most
important people here, because with-

out us, there is no Embry-Riddle.
We want this school to succeed just
as much as the trustees do, because
it will determine how valuable
our degrees are in the future.
If the trustees do not realize that
they need direct information about
how students feel, then it will be
a setup for failure. Our sophomore dropout rates and constantly
increasing tuition are some of the
most critical factors. The last SGA
president was able to lock tuition
increases. In the past, tuition has
gone up drastically without notice.
By keeping the SGA president
on the BoT, we the students have
a direct line of communication
to the people that make the most
critical decisions for our school.
So go out to the rally on Friday,
and take literally one minute
to tell the trustees that you are
important. From now on let us do
everything we can to solve our
problems. Working together, we
will be unbelievably strong.
Working with the BoT, even stronger. Never let anyone tell you that
you are not the master of your own
universe, and remember, NOTHING
IS IMPOSSIBLE!

CLASSIFIEDS
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APARTMENTS /
ROOMMATES
Room available at Barrington
Only $223.50 per month plus
one-third of utilities. Contact Bobby
(386) 334-2297

Housing to share
Located close to Embry-Riddle.
Furnished bedroom and bath in
residential area. $400 per month,
includes utilities. Deposit and
references. Non-smoker only please.
call 383-8621

Villaggio on the Lakes Condo
Furnished 2 bedr. 2 bath Condo, 3
miles from Daytona Beach.
Close to school, in walking
distance to supermarkets,
banks, theatres etc.
$1200 a month including cable
and water up to 4000 gallons.
Deposit one month’s rent, gated
community, pool, Internet access
and exercise room available.
Call Margie at (770) 360-5888

Ocean View Condo for Rent
2 bedroom, 1 1/2 bath, 2nd floor,
2-story, 1 block to beach,
available April 15. $625 a month;
need first, last, security.
55 Vining Ct., Ormond Beach.
Call Terri at 226-6036 or 441-2010

Private room for rent
Master suite for rent.
Private extra large bathroom,
newly remodeled.
Completely furnished with linens.
Spacious private brick home, with
two car garage. NO DEPOSIT/
$500 a month. Available now.
Contact Phyllis Myers. 761-0383

APARTMENTS /
ROOMMATES

AUTOMOBILES

Condos available
Four new studio condos available
for rent. Gated facility on the
intercoastal available June 1, 2006.
Contact Bob at (732) 864-9724

Malibu for sale
1999 Chevrolet Malibu, 4-door,
tan color, 6-cyl. Cloth interior,
46,000 miles, new tires, excellent
condition.
For
sale
$6,900.
Call Terri at 226-6036

AUTOMOBILES
1995 Mitsubishi Diamante
1995
Mitsubishi
Diamante.
White. Auto. Power windows and
locks. Tinted windows. CD player.
Low mileage. Asking $2,975. Call
for more information. 441-4288

2002 Daewoo
2002 Daewoo with only 47K. No
problems whatsoever for $3,300.
Give me a call if you want to see it
or run it. (516) 351-2891

Advertisement

ITEMS FOR SALE
Washer and Dryer for sale
Both work perfectly. Asking $400
for both. Really ties
the room together.
Doubles as kitten storage.
Questions call Eric at 589-2206.

ITEMS FOR SALE

Kodak EasyShare CX7300
3.2 megapixel, digital zoom,
brand new condition. Comes
with USB cable and Kodak
EasyShare
disk.
$50
OBO.
Call Jason @ (413) 222-5912

